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Stage 1 - Exterior Air-Intake:

1.  Make sure AC outlets are open.

2.  Start vehicle and adjust Climate Controls so that AC system is ON.

3.  Set AC system to EXTERNAL/OUTSIDE AIR, not RECIRCULATE. 

4.  Set AC Temperature to a Cool Setting.

5.  ROLL ALL WINDOWS UP and CLOSE ALL DOORS.

6.  Place the tip of the Universal Misting Gun into the air-intake vents located in 
the cowl (lower windshield/hood area) on the exterior of the vehicle. Depress 
the trigger and allow product to evacuate. Fog should be observed exiting the 
HVAC outlets near the dash. Continue fogging until approximately ¼ of the 
bottle (2 ounces/first hash mark) is used (approximately 30 seconds). Turn 
vehicle off.

Stage 2 - Vents:
DO NOT sit inside vehicle during this and the remaining steps of the procedure. 
Stand outside vehicle while applying product.

1.  Turn key ON, ignition OFF.

2.  Close all the AC outlets located around the dashboard of the vehicle except the 
one closest to the driver’s door.

3.  Standing outside open driver side door, place the tip of the Universal Misting Gun into the open outlet. 
Depress trigger and allow product to circulate through AC system until fog is observed exiting AC outlets 
near the dash, approximately 15 seconds.

4.  Close the outlet and move to the outlet closest to the front passenger door.

5.  Open the outlet and repeat the previous step by circulating product throughout the A/C system for an 
additional 15 seconds.

6.  (If Applicable) spray the rear air system outlets for approximately 5 seconds.
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Stage 3 - Interior

1.  Open all AC outlets.

2.  Start the vehicle.

3.  Adjust Climate Controls - AC system ON and fan set on LOW.

4.  Set AC Temperature to a Cool Setting.

5.  Set system to RECIRCULATE and not EXTERNAL AIR.

6.  Roll down the front and rear driver-side windows so there is approximately a 2” gap.

7.  Before closing the doors, spray the under-seat areas and headliner for a few seconds, making sure the spray 
tip is at least 6 inches from any surface.

8.  Close vehicle doors.

8.  Insert the tip of the Universal Misting Gun inside the gap of the front window. Spray the front interior fabric, 
carpet and leather surfaces in a sweeping motion while using caution not to “saturate” any particular area. 
Spray until half the remaining product is used.

9.  Switch to the rear window and repeat the previous step until the remaining product in the bottle is 
evacuated. Quickly open the driver door, close the window gaps and close the door. Do not enter vehicle or 
open doors. KEEP VEHICLE RUNNING with A/C ON and set to RECIRCULATE)

10. Allow product “fog” to circulate throughout the vehicle for 10 minutes. Open the driver door.

11. Turn vehicle OFF. Roll down all windows. If needed, wipe product residue from interior hard surfaces with a 
clean, dry towel. Customer is ready… You may leave windows down for 15 to 30 minutes after application to 
allow residual product to dissipate from vehicle

Contact True Brand or your rep for more information.


